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REMARKS ON CELLULARITY IN PRODUCTS

Stevo Todorcevic

This is a continuation of our note [30] where it is shown that for many
cardinals K the K chain condition is not a productive property. Here we
consider the closely related problem of whether the cellularity, c(X), of a
topological space is a productive property. Under standard translations
this problem is equivalent to the problem of whether the K + chain
condition is a productive property. Note that [30] does not answer this
problem since all cardinals K for which [30] shows K cc X 03BAcc ~ K cc are of
the form cf 203BB for some À, and so all of them might be weakly
inaccessible. In this note we show, without additional set-theoretic assumptions, that indeed for many cardinals K the 03BA+ chain condition is
not a productive property. So in particular we show the following which
solves a problem explicitly stated by Kurepa [16].
THEOREM: There is

a

compact

Hausdorff space X such

In the second part of this note
K %

2~0

a

ccc

we

poset without precaliber

that

c(X2) &#x3E; c(X).

construct for many cardinals
K.

In

particular,

we

show the

following.
THEOREM: There is

a ccc

poset without precaliber 2~0.

This solves a problem explicitly stated in [2, §5] and which has been also
asked by many other authors. Actually, our construction gives much
more general examples. For instance, we shall construct for each n &#x3E; 2 a
ccc poset 9 which has property Ke, n but which does not have property
K03B8,n+1 for any 03B8 2Ko such that cf’ 0 cf 2~0. So in particular, we shall
get in ZFC what is in [2] called Gaifman’s example ([7]) and its variation
due to Argyros ([0]) who has used the Continuum Hypothesis.
All our results are stated in their partial order form but in almost all
cases we shall indicate the corresponding spaces which are of independent interest. Our lemmas are more general than needed for our theorems
just to indicate possibilities which we do not bother to state explicitly and
which might be interesting to an expert reader. The note ends with a
remark on the S and L spaces problem.
=
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§1. Cellularity in products
Fix a cardinal K with À=cf K and
cardinals such that sup03BE03BA03BE K and

a

sequence ~03BA03BE: 03BE03BB~

of infinite

=

For distinct a, b ~03A003BE03BA03BE we define p ( a, b) = min{03BE: a(03BE) ~ b(03BE)). From
when writing 03C1(a, b ) we always assume a ~ b. When we say that
F is a filter on À we also assume that F is nontrivial and that F
contains all cobounded subsets of À. By F03BB we denote the filter of all
cobounded subsets of À. For a filter F on À and a, b~03A003BE03BA03BE we define
now on

*
and
to denote = F , F and
F=F03BB, then we use = *,
F+
we
denote
the
set
of all subsets I of À such
F, respectively. By
that I n J ~ Ø for all J ~ F. For I e,9v’ and A c 03A0 3BE03BA03BE we say that A
is F-unbounded in 03A0 3BE03BA03BE on I if there is no b E 03A0 3BE03BA03BE such that for all
a E A for some J ~ F, a(03BE) b(03BE) for all 03BE ~ I n J. Similarly we define
F-unbounded on I. We do not mention I if I = À.
*

If

For A

c

03A0 3BE03BA03BE

and I ~ 03BB

we

define

and consider PI(A) as a poset under the ordering D . Let XI(A) be the
set of all B c A such that 03C1(a, b) ~ I for all a, b ~ B considered as a
compact subspace of (0, 1}A under standard identification via characteristic functions.
LEMMA 1: Let .Ç be a filter on À and let 03B8 be a regular cardinal. Let
I ~ F+ and let A = {a03B1: 03B1 03B8} be F-increasing and F-unbounded
on I. Then 9, (A) is a 03B8cc poset.

PROOF: Fix

a

sequence (p,,:

0-system argument

we

may

a

We may also assume that there is
for all a, b ~ p03C3. For a 0 and e

D03C3 = {03B103B8: 03B103B1~p03C3} and
Then

f ba :

a

PI(A). By a standard
disjoint and all of size n 1.
pQ’s
À
such
that for all a, 03C1(a, b) eo
e,

03B8~

assume

of elements of
are

X set

b03C3(03BE)=min{a03B1(03BE): 03B1 ~ D03C3}.

03B8} is F-unbounded on I,

so we can

find ~

~

IB03BE0

such
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that {b03C3(~): a 03B8} is unbounded in 03BA~. By (1) we
order type K 1, and t,, ... , tn} ~ 03A003BE~03BA03BE such that:

in C and

a03B1(~)03B103B2(~) forall 03C3
if

a E

n, and if

C, if 1 i

a

can

find C ç 03B8 of

(2)

a E D (J’ ,8 E D T ,

i th member of D03C3,

is the

(3)

then a03B1~ = t1.

It is now clear that for all a, T E C and all a, b ~ p03C3 U pT, 03C1(a, b ) E I.
This shows that Po is compatible with pT for all a, T E C and finishes the
proof of Lemma 1.
Clearly, the proof of Lemma 1 also gives the following.

F , (J, 1, and A be as in Lemma 1. Then for any finite
sequence I0, ..., In of subsets of À containing I, PI0(A) X
PIn(A) is a
LEMMA 2: Let

...

Bcc poset.
Note that if|A|= 03B8 and if I ~ J =A then PI(A) X 3PJ(A) is not 0cc
since {~{a}, {a}~: a ~ A} is a pairwise incompatible set. The following
lemma says a little more than this.
LEMMA 3: If A has size 0 of cofinality
disjoint, then PI(A) PJ(A) is not 0cc.

&#x3E; K

and

if I and

J

are

almost

Note that many cardinals 0 satisfy the hypothesis of Lemma 1 for the
filter F À, so we have already shown 03B8cc X (Jcc =1= 03B8cc for many cardinals
0. Actually, assuming 03BB &#x3E; 03C9 and changing ~03BA03BE: 03BE03BB~ using the *minimal function which bounds a given 03BA+-sequence of elements of HzKe
it is easy to show that 03BA+ can satisfy the hypotheses of Lemmas 1 and 3.
In [24], Shelah proved that this can be done even if À w assuming K is
sufficiently closed under exponentiation. In order to fit our purpose here,
we need the following formulation of his Lemma 11 ( D ) from [24].
=

pÀ

for all p K. Let 0 &#x3E; K be regular and let {a03B1:
03B8} be an *-increasing sequence from IleKe. Then there exist another
~03BA’03BE: 03BE 03BB~ satisfying (1) and *-increasing {a’03B1: a 03B8} in 03A0 3BE03BA’03BE which

LEMMA 4: Assume

K

a

is

*-cofinal1 in FleKé.

PROOF:

b

Inductively

on a

*b,,, and bT

is not

à define

{b03C3:

= *

for all

to bo

03C3} Il t (K e + 1)

a

(1

T

a03B1 *bQ forall a 03B8 and 03C3 03C3.
1

I.e., for all b E 03A0 3BE03BA’03BE there is

an a

0 such that b

ii,

such that:

(4)
(5)

* a’03B1.
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The ordinal a is determined as the first place where the induction stops.
By (203BB)+ ~ (03BB+)203BB it follows easily that a (2À)+. We claim that 03C3 is a
À define B03BE = {b03C3(03BE): a 03C3}.
successor ordinal. Suppose not, and for 03BE
Let B Ot;Bt;. Then |B| 203BB, so there is y 0 such that if b E B and
a03B3 *b, then a03B1 *b for all 03B3 03B1 0. Define b e nt;(Kt; + 1) by b(03BE) =
min {03B2: 03B2 ~ B03BE and ,8 &#x3E; a03B3(03BE)}. From (4) and (5) it follows directly that
*b *b03C3 for all a 0 and u Q. Since a is a limit ordinal for no
aa
03C3 Q, b = *bQ holds. But this contradicts the definition of Q.
Set b = bQ where a 03C3 - 1, and for 03BE À define K-e cf b(03BE). For
03BE À, pick a set C03BE of order type ùi cofinal in b(03BE). Now for a 0
define aa E FleK-Z by
=

=

=

otherwise.
CLAIM

03B8} is

1: {a03B1: 03B1

* -unbounded in

03A003BE03BA03BE

on

any 1 G

[03BB]03BB.

PROOF: Assume that for some I~[03BB]03BB and c~03A003BE03BA03BE, {a03B1: 03B103B8} is
*-bounded by c on I. Since 0 &#x3E; À we can find E e [03B8]03B8 and 03BE0 03BB
such that for all a E E and 03BE ~ IB03BE0, a03B1(03BE) c(03BE). We may also assume
that for all 03B1~E and 03BE~03BBB03BE0, a03B1(03BE)b(03BE). Thus for all a E E and
e e 03BBB03BE0, aa(e) tp(C03BE ~ a03B1(03BE)). Define d E 03A003BE(03BA03BE + 1) by d(e) b(e)
if e e IB03BE0 and d(03BE) the unique 8 E Ce such that c(03BE) tp(C03BE ~ 03B4) if
1 e IB03BE0. Then it is easily seen that d satisfies (4) and (5) in place of bj
contradicting the fact that b. could not have been defined.
=

=

=

=

CLAIM 2:

If a

0 then

for some

03B3

0, Ga

*a03B2 for all

y

03B2

0.

PROOF: First of all note that à,,, *àp for a ,8. Hence if Claim 2 fails
for some a, then since 0 &#x3E; 203BB there are I e [03BB]03BB and F ~ [0]° such that
a03B1(03BE) a03B2(03BE) for aIl ,8 E F and 03BE ~ I. This contradicts Claim 1.
Hence by going to a cofinal subset of 0 we may assume that Ga
*a03B2
for all a ,8 03B8. Since p À K for all p K there is an increasing
sequence {03B603BE: 03BE 03BB} ~ 03BB such that if we put 03BA’03BE ù g for 03BE À then 03BA’03BE:
03BE À) satisfies (1). For a 03B8, define aâ E 03A0 3BE03BA’03BE by a’03B1(03BE) a03B1(03B603BE). By
Claim 1 it follows directly that (K§: 1 À) and (aJ/: a 03B8~ satisfy the
conclusion of Lemma 4.
=

=

=

THEOREM 1: Assume pcfK
is a poset Y such that Pn

K. Then for each finite n
K for all p
satisfies the rc + cc but Pn+1 does not.

1 there

contains an
*-increasing 03BA+ sequence A = {a03B1: 03B1 03BA+}. So by Lemma 4 we may
*-unbounded on any l E [Â]B Fix I., .... In
assume that, in fact, A is
in [À]À such that ~lnIl = Ø but 1 niE NIl|=03BB for all N c n + 1 of size
PROOF: Note that if

~03BA03BE: 03BE03BB~

satisfies

(1), then

11,Ke
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n.

Define P=PI0(A) ~

...

~PIn(A). By Lemma 2, Pn is a K + cc poset,
3, PI0(A) X
PIn(A) is not 03BA+cc. So

by the argument of Lemma
Pn+1 is not K+CC.
and

COROLLARY 1.

If K

=

...

(2~0)+03C9,

Hausdorff space X such that

then for each finite n
c(Xn) K but c(Xn+1)
=

1 there is

a

compact

&#x3E; K.

In concluding this section, let us remark that Theorem 1 does not use
the whole power of Lemma 1. As an illustration of another use of Lemma
1 we note that the following can be proved using the fact that there are
more ultrafilters on w than cardinals 2~0: If 2eo is a singular cardinal,
then {03BA 2~0: 03BAcc X 03BAcc ~ 03BAcc} is unbounded in 2~0.

§2. Négative partition relations

Negative partition relations are closely connected to the problem of KCC
in products. In this section we give information which explains this
connection.
For a family J of sets "c(J)" and "J satisfies the 0cc " are defined
similarly to the corresponding notions for posets or spaces. If 9 and £
are families of sets then 9 0 Ye denotes the family of all sets of the form
G X H where G (E 9 and H ~ X.

03BA (03B803BE)203BE03BB

PROPOSITION 1.
such that ~03BE03BBJ03BE

is

iff for each e

À there is

a

03B803BEcc family ge

not Kcc.

The direct implication of this result has been essentially proved by
Sierpinski [27] using a variant of the following construction (see also [18]
and [12; p. 286]). Let ~ be a fixed well-ordering of R and define disjoint
[R]2 = S0 ~ S1 by

R such that [A]2 ~ Sl and consider
For
i 2 and r e R let Gl(r) be the
{0, 1}R.
set of all A E Xl which contain r. Then Jl={Gl(r): r~R} is a family
of open subsets of Xi such that c (9,) = S.. However, the product
Wo 0 J1 is not 2~0cc as the family {G0(r) X G1(r): r ~ R} shows. It can
be proved that for alli 2, Xl is not 2~0cc. Actually, for no 2~0cc space
Y there is 1-1 h : Gl~(Y) such that Go ~ G 1 = jJ implies h ( Go ) ~ h(G1)
= Ø for Go, G1 E Jl.
The converse implication of Proposition 1 has essentially been proved
by Kurepa [17] who used (203BA)+ ~ ((2K)+, 03BA+)2 (due independently to
Erdôs ([4][5]) and himself ([14][15])) in getting the first known upper
bound for the cellularity in products.

Fori

Xl

as a

2 let

Xl be

the set of all A

compact subspace of

c
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Almost all known proofs of Kcc X 03BAcc ~ Kcc give as byproducts strong
relations. This is also true for the construction of this
paper as the next result shows. However, let us note that constructing a
partition for Kcc X 03BAcc ~ KCC is a much more delicate task than just
constructing a counterexample to an ordinary partition relation.

negative partition

THEOREM 2:

If 03C1cf03BA

K

for all p

PROOF: Let ~03BA03BE: 03BE 03BB~ and
1. Fix disjoint {I03BE: 03BE 03BB} ç

{a03B1:

K

then 03BA+

a

03BA+}

be

[03BB]03BB covering À.

[03BA+]2cf03BA.
in the proof of Theorem
For Z À define K03BE ç [ K + ] 2
as

by

Then

clearly [03BA+]2 = ~03BE03BBK03BE

[03BA+]2 = ~03BEK03BE
D~[03BA+]03BA+,

is
then

witness of
we must have
a

is

a

disjoint partition.

We claim that
and if
is a 03BA+cc

03BA+ [03BA+]203BB. Namely, if 03BE03BB

[D]2 ~ K03BE~Ø

since

PI03BE(A)

poset.
The following is a slight improvement
[8] which we give without proof.

over a

similar result of Galvin

THEOREM 3 : Assume n 1 is finite and there is a poset
KCC but g,?Jn+l is not KCC. Then 03BA [03BA]22n+2.

P

such that Pn is

The next result generalizes at the same time known results of Fleissner
[6] and Roitman [20] about ccc in products.
THEOREM 4:
there is a ccc

If we add one Cohen or
poset P such that P2 is

random real, then in the extension
not

2~0cc.

2~0}

PROOF: Let {r03B1: a
be a ground model 1-1 enumeration of (ùw. Let
03C9 ~ 2 be a Cohen or random real. Define [2~0]2 = K0 ~ K1 by
{03B1, 03B2} ~ Kl if f c(03C1(r03B1, r03B2)) = i . Fori 2 let P1 be the set of all finite
p ç 2~0 such that [p]2 c Kl. We claim that each Pl is a ccc poset. This is
proved by a standard forcing argument in the ground model. The
random real case uses the following lemma, which we state in a more
general form than needed.
c:

LEMMA 5: Assume A C R is uncountable and G C [A]2 has uncountable
chromatic number. Then for any sequence ~Ba: a ~ A~ 01 Borel sets of
positive measure there is a sequence {an: n 03C9} from A converging to
a E A such that Ba ~ ~n~03C9Ba has positive measure and {a, an} E G for
all n.
n
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Note that the proof of Theorem 4 uses the same kind of partition as
can be added to the
the proof of Theorem 2, and that 2~0
from
the following more
conclusion of Theorem 4. This also follows
general result.

[~1]2~0

THEOREM 5: If we add one Cohen or random real, then in the extension
any ground model G c [2~0]2 with no uncountable independent set can be
split into two disjoint subsets with the same property.

2eo 1

and c: a - 2 be as in the proof of Theorem 4.
PROOF: Let {r03B1: a
Define G = G0 ~ G1 by (a, 03B2} ~ Gl iff (a, 03B2} ~ G and c(03C1(r03B1, r03B2))=i.
The proof that this works uses a standard forcing argument in the ground
model which in the random real case needs Lemma 5.
Hence if we add &#x3E; ~1 Cohen or random reals then any G c [03C91]2
with no uncountable independent set can be split into two disjoint
subsets with the same property. It is an open problem whether this can be
done in ZFC alone.

§3. Precalibers of

ccc

posets

poset 9 has precaliber 0 if every 03B8-sequence of elements of -50
contains a 0-subsequence with the finite compatibility property in P. We
say that 9 has property K03B8, n ( n E w B 2) if in every 03B8-sequence from 9
there is a 03B8-subsequence with the n compatibility property. Y is K-n-linked if there is a decomposition P= ~03BE03BAP03BE where each 9z has the n
compatibility property in P. Clearly if P is K-n-linked then 9 has
property Ke, n for all 03B8 with cf 0 &#x3E; K. For p ~ Pn by cal p we denote
maximal k for which there is an N c n of size k such that ( p,: i ~ N} is
extendable in .9. If .9ç f?JJ, then the intersection number, i(P), of .9 in
P is the infimum of all numbers of the form cal p/n where n E w B 1 and
p E .9n. A classical result of Kelley [11] says that a BA f14 has a finitely
additive strictly positive measure iff BB{0} is the union of countably
many sets each with positive intersection number.
Fix now an infinite cardinal K with 03BB = cf K and a sequence (K(
03BE 03BB~ such that sup03BE03BA03BE K and
A

=

if À K then ( K j: 1 03BA~ satisfies (1) and if À K
then K is strongly inaccessible and 03BA03BE = K for all e
=

03A0 3BE03BA03BE and f : 03BB ~ 03C9B2 define
Pf(A) = {p ~ [A]03C9: if for some q

For A

À.

(6)

c

~ p and 03BE03BB, p(a, b) = 03BE

for all a, b

E

q,

then |q| f(03BE)}.

Xf(A) be the set of all B C A such that if for some C c B and e À,
03C1(a, b) = 03BE for all a, b ~ C, then1 C| f(03BE), and consider Xf(A) as a
compact subspace of {0, 1}A. Let Bf(A) be the clopen algebra of Xf(A).
Let
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LEMMA 6:
K-n-linked.

If f(03BE)n for

almost all

be such that

03BE, then

Pf(A)

and

Bf(A)

are

both

for all 03BE 03BE0. For each p in
such
that p 1 ip = t p and 03C1(a, b )
Pf(A)
are such that for some e and t,
for
all
a,
b
Suppose
p1,
...,
E
p.
pn
03BEp
03BEpl=03BE and tpl = t for all i ~ {1,...,n}. Then it is easily seen that
p1 U
U pn is a member of Pf(A). Since there are only K such pairs 1
and t the result follows directly.
PROOF: Let
we

03BE0 03BB

f(03BE) n

fix 03BEp 03BE0 and tp ~ 03A003BE03BEp03BA03BE

...

filter F on À and cf 0 &#x3E; K, A contains an
F-increasing F-unbounded 0-sequence in 03A003BE03BA03BE. Then 9f(A) and
Bf(A) do not have precaliber 0, and if, moreover, f(03BE) n for almost all
LEMMA 7: Assume that for

e, then

9f (A)

and

some

Bf(A) do not have property K03B8,n+1.

PROOF: We prove only the second conclusion since the proof of the first
conclusion is similar. Let {a03B1: 03B1 03B8} ~ A be F-increasing and Funbounded in 03A003BE03BA03BE. Let C ~ [03B8]03B8. We shall show that {{a03B1}: 03B1 ~ C}
has no n + 1 compatibility property. We may assume that for some
03BE0 03BB, f(03BE) n for all 03BE03BE0 and a03B103BE0 = a03B203BE0 for all a, 03B2 E C.
Since f aa: 03B1 ~ C} is F-unbounded there must be 03BE 03BE0 such that
{a03B1(03BE): 03B1 ~ C} is unbounded in 03BA03BE. Let q be a minimal such e. By (6)
we can find D c C of order
type K 1, and t ~ 03A003BE~03BA03BE such that for all
a 03B2 in D, a03B1(~)
and
a03B11 q t. Hence if N c D has size n + 1,
a03B2(~)
then {{a03B1}: 03B1 ~ N} cannot be extended to a condition in Pf(A).
=

LEMMA 8:

If A is F-unbounded in 03A003BE03BA03BE for some filter37,7 on À then
Bf(A) are not K unions of sets with positive intersection

Pf(A) and
numbers.

PROOF: It suffices to show that if A is F-unbounded in fleke, then
J= {{a}: a ~ A} has intersection number in
equal to 0. Working
as in Lemma 7, we can find q
and D e [A]03BA~ such that
K, t ~

fl ( A )
03A003BE~03BA03BE

03C1(a, b) = q and a ~ = t for all a, b G D. Then for any 1-1 p ~ {{a}:
D In we have cal fi f(~). Hence for all n, i(J) f(~)/n.

a ~

Note that Lemmas 6-8 are much less restrictive than the lemmas of
as in §1 we shall mention only the simplest applications. For information concerning the cardinal 0 needed in Lemma 7, we
refer the reader to [25; Ch. XIII].

§1, however, much

THEOREM 6: Assume 03C1cf 03BA K for all p K. Then for each finite n 2 there
is a K-n-linked BA Bn which does not have property K,,+, n +,1 and which is
not K union of sets with positive intersection numbers.
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PROOF: Let ~03BA’03BE: 03BE
of Lemma 4. Let

6-8, -9n =

Bf(A)

cf 03BA~ and A
{a’03B1: « 03BA+} be as in the conclusion
constant
be
the
function 1 -+ n. Then by Lemmas
f
satisfies the theorem.
=

COROLLARY 2: If K
,9n which has property

=

(2~0)+03C9,
K03BA+ , n

then for each finite n 2 there is a poset
but which does not have property K03BA+,n+1.

COROLLARY 3: If K (2~0)+03C9, then there is a BA 9 which is K-n-linked
for each n, but which does not have strictly positive finitely additive measure
=

nor

precaliber K +.

If
of
i

03C903C9,

Hi

*-unbounded subset
and if b is the minimal cardinal of an
then the following results are proved by letting f equal i H n and

K = w

+

2, respectively.

THEOREM 7: For each n à 2 there is a a-n-linked BA !!Ãn without
positive finitely additive measure and without property Kb, n 11 -

strictly

THEOREM 8: There is a BA gj which is a-n-linked for each n, which does
not have strictly positive finitely additive measure nor precaliber b.
The poset Pf(A) is a member of a much larger class of posets which,
for example, includes Gaifman’s algebra [7], almost disjoint forcing [10],
uniformization forcing [25,Ch.II], poset for forcing a subtree of a given
tree [29],..., etc. It is interesting to note that Gaifman [7] used the Baire
category argument in proving properties of his algebra, and that a similar
Baire category argument has been used more recently by several other
authors ([0],[1],[28]). Let us now present two new constructions of ccc
posets without certain precalibers, just indicating the easy generalizations
to higher cardinals.
The amoeba algebra of Solovay ([19]) is the Boolean algebra generated
by the following poset 2. The elements of 9 are open subsets of [0, 1] of
measure
1 2; the ordering of Z is D . Clearly Z is a-n-linked for each
n 2. Let rco be the minimal K for which there is a K-sequence of
measure 0 subsets of [0, 1] whose union is not of measure 0.
THEOREM 9: The amoeba

algebra

does

not

have precaliber rco.

PROOF: Let ~A03B6: 03BE 03BA0~ be an increasing sequence of measure 0 subsets
of [0, 1]whose union has exterior measure equal to 1. For each e ico fix
an open set Ue of measure
2 containing Ag. Then it is easily seen that
witnesses
that
9
does not have precaliber Ko.
{U03BE: 03BE K 0 1
Let

set of all subsets C of KO such that ~ 03BE~FU03BE has
for all finite F c C considered as a compact subspace of

Yo be the

measure

2
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a simple forcing argument ([9; p. 568]) shows that Yo does
strictly positive measure.
R = ww and fix f : 03C9 ~ 03C9B1 and 1-1 H: R ~ R. Define Rf(H) to
set of all finite p c R such that

(0, 1}03BA0.

Then

not have

Let
be the

q ~pB{a} and n 03C9,
p(a, b) ~ 03C1(a, c) but p(H(a), H(b)) = p(H(a), H(c)) = n
for all distinct b, c EEq,

if for some a E p,

(7)

then|q|f(n).
Let
as a

Zf(H) be the set of all

A

compact subspace of {0,

c

satisfying (7)

R

1}R.

Let

Lf(H)

in place of p considered
be the clopen algebra of

Zf(H).
LEMMA 9: If f(i)
both a-n-linked.

n-

1

for

almost all i, then

Rf(H) and Lf(H)

are

tp ~ 03C9kp

PROOF: For each p ~ Rf(H) fix kp 03C9, sp,
and h p : sp ~ tp
such that: pkp sp, H"pkp tp, hp(akp) H(a)kp for all a E p,
and 03C1(a, b ), 03C1(H(a), H(b)) kp for all a, b E p. Suppose p1, ..., pn are
such that for some k, s, t and h, we have kpl k, SPI= s, tpl= t, and
hpl = h for all i. Then it is easily seen that PI U Upn satisfies (7)
that f(i)n-1 for all ik. Since there are only ~0 such
=

=

=

=

...

provided

quadruples ~k, s, t, h~

the result follows.

LEMMA 10 : Assume f(i)
A} satisfies the n + 1

a E

n - 1 for all i and that for some A ~ R, {{ a 1:
compatibility condition in Rf(H). Then H A is

continuous.

PROOF: Suppose that for some a E A and {ai: i 03C9} c A , lim al=a but
either lim H( al ) does not exist or it is not equal to H( a ). Then we may
assume that for some 1 and all i, 03C1(H(a), H(al))=l and 03C1(a, al)
03C1(a, al+1). Hence a and q = {a0, ..., an-1} do not satisfy (7) and so
{a}, {a0},...,{an-1} are not compatible in Rf(H).
Clearly the proof of Lemma 10 also shows the following.

LEMMA 11:

centered in

If {{a}: a e A 1 is

Rf(H),

then HA is

continuous.

LEMMA 12: If {{a}: a~A} has
then HA is continuous.

PROOF: See the
Fix

now an

proofs

positive

intersection number in

Rf(H),

of Lemmas 8 and 10.

1-1 enumeration

R ~ R which is not continuous

{a03B1: 03B1 2~0}

on

any A

c

of R and

R with

{03B1:

aa

an

~ A}

1-1 H:

cofinal
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2el ([13; §35]). Then the following results follow
by letting f bei Hi + 1 andi ~ n - 1, respectively.

from Lemmas 9-12

in

THEOREM 10: There is a BA L which is a-n-linked for each n which does
not have strictly positive finitely additive measure nor precaliber 0 for all
03B8 2’o with cf 0 cf 2~0.
=

THEOREM 11: For each n 2 there is a a-n-linked BA Ln which does not
have strictly positive finitely additive measure nor property K03B8, n + 1 for all
03B8 2~0 with cf 2e-.

COROLLARY 4: For each n 2 there is
K2~0,n but which does not have property

a ccc

poset Y

which has property

K2~0,n+1.

We have already noted that Theorems 10 and 11 have been proved
first by Gaifman [7] and Argyros [0], respectively, using the Continuum
Hypothesis (see also [22] and [2]). It is clear that in all these results we
can replace ~0 by any cardinal rc with the property ded( rc, 203BA) (see [30]).
We conclude this section with one more application of the same ideas.
THEOREM 12: There is
has a discrete subspace

of size

subspace
PROOF:

disjoint

a

compact 0-dimensional Hausdorff space X which

of any

Using a classical
dense sets E0 and

There is

size

2~0 but which does

not

have discrete

2~0.

diagonalization argument ([13; §35])
El in [0, 1]of size 2~0 such that:

strictly increasing mapping
of any size 2e".
a

from

into

El
(8)

There is no 1-1 monotonic function from
of size 2el into Ei.

2, let Kl be the linearly ordered

Eo

fix two

a

subset of

Eo
(9)

set obtained from

[0,1] by
points r0 r1. We clain that X = K0 K1
rEEp by
satisfies the theorem. By (8) it follows directly that X has discrete
2~0. So let us show that X has no discrete
subspace of any size
of
size
2~0.
subspace
Suppose D c X is a discrete subspace. Since no Kl
Fori

replacing

two

any

has an uncountable discrete subset, we may assume that D is a 1-1
function from a subset of K0 into Kl. Furthermore, we may assume that
for some ~0, ~1 ~ {0, 1} any member of D has the form ~r0, s1~ for
some r E Eo and s E El. We may also assume that there are rationals qo
and q, such that the first coordinates of separating neighborhoods of D
contain qo and the second containing ql. Now it follows directly that D
induces an increasing or decreasing function from Eo into El depending
on whether £0
E 1 or 0 ~ E 1. Then by (9),1 D| 2~0.
=
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§4. Productive

ccc

posets

is productively Bcc if P Z is 03B8cc for any Bcc poset 2. A
classical result ([2; §2]) says that if éP has property K03B8 (~ K03B8,2) then Y
is productively Bcc. In this section we show, in ZFC, that the convers of
this result fails for many cardinals 0. The countable case of our example
gives a ZFC analogue of the well-known CH-example of Kunen [32][3][2;
§7]. The section ends with an application of the same methods to the S
and L spaces problem or General Topology. For example, we shall
construct a ZFC counterexample to the generalized S and L spaces
A

poset Y

problem.
We start with a lemma which is also useful in many other situations,
for example, in considering nowhere-dense set-mappings on sets of reals.
LEMMA 13: Let X be a topological space with a basis of size K and let ~ be
well-ordering of X. Suppose F maps X into the family of all closed subsets
of X such that F( x ) 9 (y e X: y ~ x} for all x E X. Let

a

Y,
Then

Yx

{s~[X]03C9: x~F(y) for all x~y in s}.

is

PROOF: Fix
assume

a

a

sa’s

productively 03BA+cc poset.

~s03B1: 03B1 03BA~ of elements of Yx. As usual, we may
disjoint and all of the same size n. For 03B1 03BA+, let
the « -increasing enumeration of sa. We shall identify sa

sequence
are

{s103B1, ...sn03B1} be
with ~s103B1,...,sn03B1~ ~ X n.

Since X n has a basis of size K, we may assume
Ul, ... , Un of X, we have that for all a 03BA+ and
1 i ~ j n, sâ E U and F(sJ03B1) ~ Ul =,O. Furthermore we may assume
sl03B1 ~ s103B2 for 03B1 03B2 03BA+ and 1 i n. Fix a 03B3 03BA+ such that {s03B1: 03B1 03B3}
is dense in f s«: 03B1 03BA+} ~ Xn. Choose 03B4&#x3E;03B3. By the property of F,
V, UlBF(sl03B3) is an open set containing S8 for all 1 i n. Since (Sa:
a
03B3} is dense in f sa: a 03BA+ } there is a 03B2 y such that sl03B2 ~ Vl for all
1 1 n. Then it follows directly that sf3 U Sy is a member of JX.
Let 2 be a 03BA+cc poset. The hypothesis of Lemma 13 clearly remains
satisfied in the forcing extension of 2. So Yx is 03BA+cc in the forcing
extension by.2, and this means that 2 JX is a K + cc poset ([9; p. 236]).
This completes the proof.
that for

some

open sets

=

proof shows that Lemma 13 also holds under the dual
for all x E X, F( x ) ~ {y ~ X: x ~ y}.
From now on we fix a cardinal K à a of cofinality À such that 03BA03B = K
and a sequence ~03BA03BE: 03BE 03BB~ of regular cardinals with supremum K such
that
A similar

assumption:

if À K,
if

then sup03BE~03BA03BE03BA~ for all q

À = K, then 03BA03BE=03BA for all 03BE03BB.

À and

(11)
(12)
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For a, b
a

E

we

define

iff space

b

Clearly *
JA

03A003BE03BA03BE,
is

a

a(03BE) b(03BE)

partial ordering

(s e [A]03C9:

s

on

for

À.

all e

03A003BE03BA03BE.

For A

~ 03A003BE03BA03BE,

we

define

-antichain}.
consequence of (203BB)+ ~ ((203BB)+, (03BB+)03BB)2

is an

The following well-known
been already used earlier in this note.

has

LEMMA 14:
exists a B E

Assume {a03B1: 03B103B8}~03A003BE03BA03BE where 03B8=(203BB)+.
[03B8]03B8 such that a03B1 a/3 for all a 03B2 in B.

Then there

LEMMA 15:

Suppose A = {a03B1: a 0 1
filter î7 on 03BB. Then JA

sequence in

03A0 3BE03BA03BE for

some

is
is

an
a

F-increasing

productively K +cc poset.

PROOF : For t~~~03BB03C003BE~03BA03BE we put Bt={a~03A003BE03BA03BE: al(t)=t}.
Then B/s form a basis of size K for the usual Baire topology a on 03A003BE03BA03BE.
For a E A, put F(a)={b~A: ba}. Then F(a03B1) ~ {a03B2: 03B203B1} and
F(aa) is closed in A, Q. So the result follows from Lemma 13.
THEOREM 13 : Let À

=

cf

K

and suppose 203BB K and 03BA03B
not have property K03BA+.

=

K.

Then there is

a

productively K+cc poset that does
PROOF: 03A003BE03BA03BE contains
does not have property

*-increasing sequence
KK+ by Lemma 14.

an

A of

length K+. JA

Note that any strong limit singular cardinal satisfies the hypothesis of
Theorem 13 and that K (2~0)+03C9 is a minimal such cardinal. Before
considering the case K w, let us mention the following result which is
=

=

proved by

a

simple diagonalization argument.

*THEOREM 14: Assume 2" K and 2K K+. Then K" contains an
size
1(
+.
Hence
there
is
a
-antichain
with
no
of
increasing 03BA+-sequence
not
have
03BA+cc
that
does
property K03BA+.
poset
productively
=

=

**-increasing and
Suppose ta,,,,: 03B1 0) c ww is
unbounded in ww and that each a a is an increasing function. Then there
exist a 03B2 0 such that a03B1 a/3.

LEMMA 16:

PROOF : Fix y 0 such that {a03B1: a 03B3} is dense in {a03B1: a 03B8}. Fix also
cofinal D c 0 and n o 03C9 such that a03B3(n) a03B4(n) for all 8 E D and
n n o. We also assume that for some to E wn°, to c as for all 8 E D. Let
w such that {a03B4(n): 8 E D} is unbounded in w .
n1 be the minimal n
E
is
a
wnl
and
there
So,
tl
increasing {03B2l: i 03C9} ç D such that tlc a03B2l
for
all i 03C9. Pick a y such that tl c aa. Let
and
a03B2l+ 1(n1)
such
be
that
a03B1(n) a03B3(n) for all n n 2 . Let i w be such that
n2 n1
&#x3E;
Then
a03B1(n) a03B2(n) for all n 03C9.
a /31 ( nI) a03B3(n2).

a03B2l(n1)
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THEOREM 15: There is

a

productively

ccc

poset that does

not

have property

Kb.
A space X is said to be right-separated if there is a well-ordering of X
in which every initial segment is open in X; X is left-separated if there is
a well-ordering of X in which every initial segment is closed. Define
hd(X)=sup(|Y|: Y c X is left separated} and hL(X)=sup{|Y|:
Y c X is right separated}. The generalized S and L spaces problem asks
whether hd(X)hL(X) or hL(X)hd(X) hold in the class of all
regular spaces (see [21][23]) because Sierpihski [26] showed that neither of
these two inequalities hold in the class of all Hausdorff spaces. Using the
above methods we shall show now that neither of these two inequalities
hold even in the class of all 0-dimensional T2 spaces. This solves Problem
5 of [23]. We refer the reader to the two most recent survey papers of this
area, [21] and [23], for the extensive mathematical, historical, and bibliographical information concerning the S and L problem. hd(X) and
hL(Y) for our counterexamples X and Y are not equal to ~0, and it is
known ([31]) that at least in the case of first inequality such a counterexample cannot be constructed in ZFC.
Fix now 03BA w of cofinality À such that 03BA03B = K and a non-decreasing
sequence ( K j : 1 03BB~ with supremum K. For a E F14Ke, define

For a E

11,Ke

and q

À, define

It is easily checked that {B+~ (a) 1 and {B-~ (a)} form bases for À-additive
0-dimensional topologies T+ and T- on 03A003BE03BA03BE, respectively, which extend
the usual Baire topology Q on IleKe. Let +IleKe denote 03A003BE03BA03BE, T+ and let
-03A003BE03BA03BE denote 03A003BE03BA03BE, T-.
LEMMA 17 :
union

Of

If D is a discrete subspace of +03A003BE03BA03BE

or

LEMMA 18:

hL(+03A003BE03BA03BE), hd(-03A003BE03BA03BE)

K.

LEMMA 19 :

filter

then D is the

203BB.

PROOF : This follows from Lemma 14. Clearly, the
for any (finite) power of ’FleKe and -03A003BE03BA03BE.
f,7

of -03A003BE03BA03BE,

03BA -antichains.

on

Suppose A = {a03B1:
À. Then A is

same

conclusion holds

03B8} ~ 03A003BE03BA03BE is F-increasing for some
left-separated in +03A003BE03BA03BE and right-separated in
a

-I]eKeTHEOREM 16:

Suppose 203BB

hL(+03A003BE03BA03BE) hd(+03A003BE03BA03BE)

and

K

and

03BA03BB =

K

where À

hd(-03A003BE03BA03BE) hL(-03A003BE03BA03BE).

=

cf

K.

Then
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PROOF:

03A0 3BE03BA03BE

contains

an

*-increasing

sequence of

length 03BA+.

Clearly any strong limit singular cardinal K satisfies the hypothesis of
Theorem 16. In this case hd(+03A003BE03BA03BE) and hL(-03A003BE03BA03BE) are very closely
related to the value of KcfK 2K. In fact, using Lemmas 18 and 19 and
some recent results on the singular cardinals problem (see [25; XIII §5])
it can be shown that any strong limit singular cardinal K of cofinality
À &#x3E; w satisfies the following:
=

and

and
The following is a typical case of Theorem 16 and it gives two first
countable 0-dimensional counterexamples to the generalized S and L
spaces

problem.

If we are willing to assume rc" K and 2K 03BA+, then Theorem 14 gives
K-additive 0-dimensional counterexamples to the generalized S and L
problem at level K. If K w then Lemma 16 gives the following
=

=

=

THEOREM 17: + ""ú) contains a left-separated subspace of type b with no
discrete subspace of size b, and - ""W contains a right-separated subspace of
type b with no discrete subspace of size b.

This result gives a ZFC analogue of the well-known CH-construction
of van Douwen and Kunen ([3]) of S and L subspaces of Y(w) with the
Vietoris topology.
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